Recent interest in the role of ecology in species formation has led to renewed discussion of the stages in the process of speciation. Although attempts to classify the stages in the process of species formation date back at least as far as Alfred Russel Wallace, one of the most intense debates on the subject occurred among botanists during the mid-20th Century. The present review outlines the progression of the historical debate about stages in the evolution of species, which was instigated by the genecological classification scheme of Göte Turesson in the 1920s, championed in the mid-century by Jens Clausen, and then brought under harsh scrutiny by many in the 1960s and 1970s. At the heart of the controversy is the question of whether speciation occurs rapidly on a local scale or gradually through the formation of geographically widespread ecotypes that evolve as precursors to species. A corollary to this debate is the question of whether speciation is reversible and, if so, how does it become irreversible? A third wave of interest in stages in the process of speciation is currently underway, thus making a modern historical narrative of the debate important. Both contemporary and past evolutionary biologists have argued that viewing speciation as being composed of stages can free researchers from concerns over species definitions and focus attention on the mechanisms involved in the process. How speciation becomes irreversible and whether ecogeographically isolated ecotypes are integral to this process remain as important unresolved issues.
INTRODUCTION
The process by which one species diverges into two distinct phylogenetic lineages has long fascinated biologists. While most biologists would agree that speciation occurs across a continuum over time, there has been much disagreement about the nature of the process, the role of reproductive isolating barriers in speciation, and the point at which the process is completed. To resolve these issues, biologists must study speciation at various points along the continuum of the process. Repeatedly, those who have taken up this challenge have found that dividing speciation into stages is a useful framework for better understanding the entire process (Wallace, 1865; Turesson, 1922a; Clausen, 1951; Grant, 1981; Wu, 2001; Nosil, Harmon & Seehausen, 2009 ).interest of evolutionary biologists at least three times during the last 150 years. During each of these periods, research on the role of natural selection in diversification led to the inevitable question of whether there are discernable stages to the process of speciation. We are currently in a third wave of interest in the stages of speciation (Wu, 2001; Mallet et al., 2007; Hendry et al., 2009; Nosil et al., 2009; Smadja & Butlin, 2011) , triggered primarily by contemporary focus on the role of ecology and natural selection in the process (Schluter, 2001 (Schluter, , 2009 Coyne & Orr, 2004; Rundle & Nosil, 2005) . However, there is a rich history of debate over stages in the formation of species that often is overlooked in the modern discussion. In particular, the great experimental work and writings of the plant biosystematists (e.g. Göte Turesson, Jens Clausen, and Verne Grant) are relevant.
Consensus on plant speciation has never been reached at any point in history and has often been contentious (Turesson, 1922a, b; Faegri, 1937; Clausen, 1951; Heywood, 1959; Ehrlich & Raven, 1969; Langlet, 1971; Quinn, 1978; Levin, 1993; Baum, 2009; Schemske, 2010; Sobel et al., 2010) . Beyond the definition of species itself, the process of plant speciation was controversial during the 20th Century because of the question of whether widespread distinguishable ecotypes exist within species, and if they are precursors to new species.
Much of the controversy came down to the question of whether ecotypes are fundamentally different from clines (Linhart & Grant, 1996; Briggs & Walters, 1997) . This controversy is unexpected given that a cline refers to the change in a single trait or allele frequency across geographical space (Fig. 1) . By contrast, ecotypes are groups of populations, which are distinguished by a composite of variation in many traits and allele frequencies across loci over space. Because ecotypes are formed by multiple trait adaptations to many environmental variables that covary in space, they are best represented by the principle components of all trait variation (Fig. 1C) . Unfortunately, as shown in the present review, ecotypes have been viewed by many of their detractors as misguided attempts to force variation within species into distinct and non-evolving static groups. However, supporters of the ecotype concept (Turesson, Clausen, and many others, including myself) do not view ecotypes as static, but rather see them as a reflection of the nonrandom partitioning of genetic variation along the continuum of species formation. Just as sunlight can appear as a dim crack in the sky before clouds part, the coarse boundaries of ecotypes may appear as a separation of principle component clusters before speciation. However, just as clouds can fuse back together, most ecotypes will never go on to become distinct phylogenetic lineages.
A major corollary to the debate over stages in the evolution of species is the question of whether the process of speciation is reversible, and if so, under what conditions? Clausen (1951) was well aware that ecological barriers to gene flow could be reversed if environmental conditions changed, and thus dedicated a large portion of his book Stages in the Evolution of Plant Species to different degrees in the severity of intrinsic postzygotic isolation and his belief that such barriers are necessary to complete the process.
The present review focuses on the history of the controversy over stages in the process of speciation. To better understand the details of the historical Hypothetical trait values across two dimensions of space are displayed in the left column. The first two principle components (PC) of all traits are displayed in the right column. Four populations occur along the hypothetical gradients and are indicated in the left column. A, trait variation resulting from uncorrelated environmental gradients or genetic drift. B, trait variation arising from gentle correlated environmental gradients, such as across the Great Plains of North America. C, trait variation at the border of two very divergent ecoregions, such as coastal and inland habitats that give rise to widespread ecotypes.
debate, the scope of the review is limited primarily to nonpolyploid speciation and the views of historical botanists. Excellent comprehensive reviews on polyploidy speciation and historical narratives of the views of zoologists toward speciation are available elsewhere (Ramsey & Schemske, 1998 Coyne & Orr, 2004; de Queiroz, 2005; Mallet, 2008a, b; Fitzpatrick, Fordyce & Gaverilets, 2009; Sobel et al., 2010) .
THE BIRTH OF ECOTYPE
The idea to classify stages of speciation is about as old as the Theory of Natural Selection. Not long after Darwin's publication of 'The Origin of Species', Wallace (1865) laid out a classification scheme for distinct stages in the formation of species based on observations of swallowtail butterflies. Mallet has recently suggested that this may have been 'the first attempt by a Darwinist to enumerate and classify the . . . "varieties" that Darwin argued were the forerunners of species' (Mallet, 2009: 40) . Darwin, Wallace, and their followers thus represented the first wave of interest in understanding the stages of the speciation process. However, it was not until the second wave that data from well-designed field experiments would help clarify the population genetic processes involved in the stages of speciation.
Even though Darwin (1859) rejected PlatonicAristotelian essentialism with regard to the immutability of organisms, early plant evolutionary biologists were confused about the nature of varieties and species in relation to adaptation to local environmental conditions. Much of this confusion resulted from an incomplete understanding of the mechanisms of heredity and a persistence of Lamarckian thinking well into the 20th Century (Stebbins, 1980; Hagen, 1984; Smocovitis, 2006) . A big shift occurred after the publication of a set of experiments conducted by Göte Turesson in the 1920s. Those studies convinced many plant evolutionary biologists that a large portion of the phenotypic differentiation among populations has a genetic basis (Turesson, 1922a (Turesson, , b, 1925 Clausen, 1951; Hagen, 1984) , launching the second wave of interest in studying the stages of speciation.
Turesson's interest in heritable variation led to the concept of ecotype. To test whether there was a genetic basis to population differences, Turesson (1922a Turesson ( , b, 1925 set up common garden experiments, where plants collected from across Sweden were grown under one set of environmental conditions. After conducting similar such experiments across multiple species, Turesson recognized a pattern: plants collected from coastal and inland habitats differed from each other by a large suite of traits (Table 1) . Having confirmed genetically-based differences among groups of plants growing in particular habitats, Turesson (1922a) coined the term 'ecotype' as way to refer to a set of ecologically distinct populations. In the same paper, Turesson also employed the term 'ecospecies' (Turesson, 1922a) to refer to a widespread set of ecotypes of the same species with similar genetically based traits. For example, he considered multiple ecotypes growing along the coast of Sweden, whether from dunes, bluffs or cliffs, as one ecospecies. Many researchers around the world have now observed the divergent morphology of coastal and inland ecotypes across multiple species in common garden experiments (Table 1) .
Although Turesson may have originally described ecotypes as rigid abstract entities, he quickly came to see them as continually evolving groups (Turesson, 1925 (Turesson, , 1929 (Turesson, , 1931 . This is an important point. For, as we will see later, Mayr (1958) and Stebbins (1980) both focused on his initial definition to label Turesson as a 'typologist'. Turesson's initial definitions made abstract distinction between the ecological versus genetic aspects of taxonomic groups and presented ecotypes as discrete units of organization (Turesson, 1922a, b; Hagen, 1983 Hagen, , 1984 . However, this distinction between ecology and genetics quickly dissolved by the next year. In a follow-up paper, Turesson (1923) coined the term 'genecology' to refer to this field of inquiry, defined as a focus on understanding heritable genetic difference between taxonomic groups through breeding and transplant experiments. He also clarified that ecotypes are the product of natural selection (Turesson, 1925 ).
Turesson's work established foremost that phenotypic differences among populations derived from particular ecoregions were not a result of chance. Instead, these genetic differences were now considered to be a result of adaptations to specific sets of environmental factors that define habitats.
The biosystematists that followed Turesson utilized his functional definitions and increasingly stressed the importance of reproductive isolating barriers that limited gene flow (Gregor, 1931 (Gregor, , 1939 Gregor, Davey & Lang, 1936; Clausen, Keck & Hiesey, 1939) . For example, Gregor et al. (1936: 325) provided a definition for ecotype based on reproductive isolation as 'a population distinguished by morphological and physiological characters, most frequently of a quantitative nature; interfertile with other ecotypes and ecospecies, but prevented from exchanging genes by ecological barriers'. The redefinition of the genecological terminology reflected empirical results of researchers who found that partitioning heritable genetic variation within species was more complex than Turesson (1922a) originally envisioned (Gregor, 1930; Gregor et al., 1936; Clausen et al., 1939) . Turesson (1922b) Thick leaves
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Thin leaves Goodwin (1937a,b,c) Large rosette leaves (Hagen, 1983 (Hagen, , 1984 (Hagen, , 1986 Núñez-Farfán & Schlichting, 2001 ). Over a 20-year period, Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey examined the adaptive differentiation of numerous plant species through a series of experiments (Clausen, Keck & Hiesey, 1940 , 1947 , 1948 Hiesey, 1940; Clausen, 1951; Clausen & Hiesey, 1958; Hiesey, Nobs & Bjorkman, 1971) . Instead of using a single common garden as Turesson had done previously, Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey conducted reciprocal transplant experiments. Here, common garden sites were located in three ecoregions of California: Stanford, a low elevation site in the coastal hills; Mather, a mid-elevation (1400 m) site in the Sierra Nevada foothills; and Timberline, an alpine site (3000 m) high in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Plants from populations across California, including many far from the transect, were transplanted into all three of the field sites. In this way, Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey were not only able to determine heritability of phenotypic variation, but also to compare the morphological, physiological, and fitness responses of different populations from major ecoregions. The greatest strength of Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey's research, like Turesson's, was the repeatability of findings over a broad range of taxonomic groups. Across plant families, they found the parallel evolution of coastal, inland, and alpine ecotypes. Instead of calling these widespread groups ecotypes, Clausen (1951) termed them as 'ecological races'. In Stages in the Evolution of Plant Species, Clausen (1951: 9) stated his belief that 'the ecological race is now commonly recognized as a basic element in evolution'. Clausen thought of ecological races as the product of local adaptation processes and as partially reproductively isolated groups on the path to speciation (Fig. 2) .
Although Clausen (1951) hypothesized that suites of locally adapted traits can result in reproductive isolation and eventual species formation, he did not see species formation as the end of the process. Instead, he followed the classic view that it could only be completed through the eventual formation of complete intrinsic postzygotic reproductive isolation. Clausen (1951) used the term 'cenospecies' to refer to a group of related species (i.e. species complexes) that can only form sterile F 1 hybrids when crossed to members of other cenospecies. Further, the term 'comparia', originally coined by Danser (1929) , was reserved for a final stage where groups of plants could no longer form an F1 hybrid ( Fig. 2 ; See also Appendix of Terms). Clausen believed that intrinsic postzygotic isolation was ultimately necessary for phylogenetic lineages to become distinct because they would not be affected by shifting environmental conditions: 'The most permanent barriers are the internal, because they persist even through the environmental changes in a changing world' (Clausen et al., 1939: 104) . However, he did not consider that species boundaries had to be defined by such barriers: 'An impression has been prevalent that we [Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey] believe hybrid sterility or genetic incompatibility to be the sole criterion of specific distinctness, an errorous impression that we would like to correct' (Clausen, 1951: 158) . Instead, Clausen recognized the importance of many ecological barriers including temporal flowering isolation and pollinator isolation: 'Examples of pollinating systems in wild plants that may keep natural entities distinct morphologically even though there are no genetic barriers. Such internal genetic barriers are not needed to keep inheritances apart when selection by external pollinating agents is constantly at work' (Clausen, 1951: 93) .
INFLUENCE OF AND CONTROVERSY WITH ZOOLOGISTS
When Turesson used the term ecotype and Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey used the term ecological races, they were referring to their belief that geographically widespread groups exist within species and that those groups are often the precursors to new species. Some animal evolutionary biologists of the same period also supported the idea of ecotype and were influenced by the plant biosystematists. This is apparent in the first edition of Genetics and the Origin of Species in which Dobzhansky praised the work of Turesson and the Carnegie group:
'The work of the botanical school of experimental taxonomy (Turesson, J. Clausen, and others) has brought to light the fact that even the small local variations in plants are frequently hereditary' (Dobzhansky, 1937: 169) .
To Dobzhansky, the contribution of the plant biosystematists was obvious and thus, 'the adaptations of the plant species to the climatic and other conditions of their habitat are too well known to necessitate any extended discussion here' (Dobzhansky, 1937: 167) . Unfortunately, without a more detailed description of the accomplishments of the plant biosystematists in his landmark book, Dobzhansky may have inadvertently undermined the perceived historical value of their research to the modern synthesis and ideas regarding the process of speciation.
By the mid-20th Century, the views of Clausen (1951) and Dobzhansky (1951) appear to be very similar. Dobzhansky, like Clausen, was focused on the evolution of widespread races in the formation of species. Dobzhansky defined races here as 'Mendelian populations of a species, which differ in the frequencies of one or more genetic variants, gene alleles, or chromosomal structure' (Dobzhansky, 1937: 138) and noted that 'most races are ecotypes in the Turesson's sense' (Dobzhansky, 1937: 147) . For Dobzhansky, races were also stages of speciation: 'the evidence for continuity between races and species is overwhelming' (Dobzhansky, 1940: 314) and 'a race becomes more and more of a "concrete entity" as the process goes on; what is essential about races is not their state of being but that of becoming. But when the separation of races is complete, we are dealing with races no longer, for what have emerged are separate species' (Dobzhansky, 1951: 177) . However, Clausen's (1951) views did differ from Dobzhansky's (1951) Clausen (1951) and Wu (2001) . Figure based on a compilation of writings of Clausen and Wu's genic view of speciation. For Clausen, any combination of reproductive isolating barriers was thought to be sufficient for species formation, athough lineages were not thought to be distinct and irreversible until complete intrinsic postzygotic isolation was achieved. Wu thought that reversals in speciation were impossible once 'good species' had evolved but that a few regions of the genome could still introgress between those species. speciation as the end of the process, whereas Clausen was concerned about reversibility after speciation through the breakdown of ecological reproductive isolation.
Mayr levelled much harsher criticism of stages in the process of speciation: 'A species is not a stage of a process, but the result of a process' (Mayr, 1942: 119) and stated that the ecotype concept is 'typological and has itself become a straight-jacket for thinking and for experimentation in the field' (Mayr, 1958: 16) . Mayr (1958) thus argued at a meeting in Sweden that the ecotype concept was an attempted revival of Platonic-Aristotelian essentialism and a static view of species. Clausen responded to this accusation at the meeting: 'I should like to state that the experimental taxonomists do not share Professor Mayr's contention that the ecotype is a typological concept' (Clausen, 1958: 20) . Clausen argued instead that Turesson viewed species as dynamic and evolving entities that adapted to the features of the natural landscape, as can be seen clearly in the later work of Turesson (1925 Turesson ( , 1929 Turesson ( , 1931 . Overall, it is unclear how different Mayr's views, beyond terminology, actually were from those of biosystematists given his advocacy for a polytypic species concept (Mayr, 1942 (Mayr, , 1982 , where each species is made up of interfertile geographical races. Mayr even stated a decade earlier: 'All geographic races are also ecological races, and all ecological races are also geographical races' (Mayr, 1947: 280) . However, it has been well documented that Mayr's views shifted dramatically on these issues from 1942 (Chung, 2003 , and his contradictory quotes likely reflect that change.
CONTROVERSY OVER 'STAGES' AMONG BOTANISTS
The concept of intermediate stages of speciation was particularly controversial among botanists (Faegri, 1937; Turrill, 1946; Heywood, 1959; Langlet, 1971; Raven, 1976) . Several factors, both theoretical and empirical, led critics to question the validity of the terms ecotype and ecological race.
ISSUES WITH CLASSIFICATION BASED ON EXPERIMENTATION
As the modern synthesis coalesced, the biological species concept (BSC) (Dobzhansky, 1935; Mayr, 1942 ) also gained wide acceptance. Although the BSC created an experimentally verifiable mechanistic definition of species (Coyne & Orr, 2004) , the concept did not help to resolve the issue of the nature of intermediates in the process of speciation. Classic taxonomists felt threatened by the idea of classification below the species level as well as the biological species concepts because both were predicated on experimentation being necessary for classification. Peter Raven was adamantly opposed to the idea that experiments might be used as a method to classify groups of populations and declared: 'The period of 1935-1960 in particular was marked by a "conflict of categories" in which some workers attempted to substitute experimental criteria for morphological-ecological ones in plant classification, and we are not yet completely free of the effects of this confusing and naïve effort' (Raven, 1976: 288) . In other words, the biological species concept and therefore any categorization scheme based on gene flow and reproductive isolation threatened the established taxonomic rules dictating the categorization of plant species.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS REVEAL COMPLEXITY OF THE ECOTYPE CONCEPT
More importantly than issues of taxonomy, other plant evolutionary biologists found results inconsistent with the concept of ecotype. Over the second half of the 20th Century, it became clear that the distribution of adaptive genetic variation within a plant species could range from a smooth distribution along an environmental gradient to extremely discrete. The classic works by Gregor (1930 Gregor ( , 1931 Gregor ( , 1938 Gregor ( , 1939 on the distribution of phenotypic variation of Plantago maritima along the coastline of Great Britain, by Langlet (1936 Langlet ( , 1971 on the Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris), and by McMillan (1959 McMillan ( , 1965 McMillan ( , 1967 McMillan ( , 1969 on grasses across the Great Plains of North America contrasted with that of Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey. In these three systems, phenotypic variation was not associated with discernable ecotypic groups but, rather, was distributed continuously. Huxley (1938) was concerned that this type of variation was overlooked by classification systems of his era and thus introduced the term 'cline' to describe graduation of variation in traits over space. Langlet (1963 Langlet ( , 1971 argued that all intraspecific plant variation should be described by clines and that Turesson had received far too much credit for what he believed to be the false concept of ecotype: 'a term automatically and unavoidably gives an impression of uniformity within and disparity between the groups to which it is applied' (Langlet, 1971: 706) . Just as Langlet found gentle clines in traits in pine trees, Calvin McMillan (1969) found that trait variation of the grass species he studied across the Great Plains of North America was distributed gently (Fig. 1B) . However, McMillan (1967) argued that this was a function of the distribution of environmental variation, and that Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey were conducting research over much steeper ecological gradients, which were more likely to drive ecotype formation (Fig. 1C) . Notably, recent research on one of McMillan's grasses, Panicum virgatum, has revealed that, although many traits are distributed clinally across Eastern North America, there are also phenotypically divergent upland and lowland ecotypes that are interspersed across much of this gradient (Casler, 2005; Zhang et al., 2011) . Thus, even in regions such as the Great Plains of North American, there may be sufficient topographical variation to drive the formation of discernable ecotypes.
G. Ledyard Stebbins, in his grand review Variation and Evolution in Plants, appears to make a similar argument to that of McMillan in that widespread distinct ecotypes could evolve under highly heterogeneous conditions but not across gentle environmental gradients:
'In species occupying an area like the eastern United States, which is comparatively uniform in many climatic characteristics and where a single set of factors, such as temperature and length of the growing season, varies gradually and continuously, continuous or clinal ecotypic variation will be particularly prevalent. On the other hand, diversity and discontinuity of the available habitats will promote the differentiation of more distinct, easily recognizable groups of biotypes within the species, and therefore distinct ecotypes' (Stebbins, 1950: 47). Stebbins concluded that: 'clines and ecotypes are not mutually exclusive concepts, but merely express different ways of approaching the same problem' (Stebbins, 1950: 48) . However, three decades later, Stebbins expressed deep doubts about ecotypes: 'as Mayr has commented, Turesson was definitely a typologist' and 'where the gradients were continuous he [Langlet] had continuous clines, and where the gradients were abrupt, as between central Sweden and Lapland, he had sudden change. Langlet's careful, more complete survey showed that Turesson was incorrect' (Stebbins, 1980: 141) . Stebbins makes no caveat about wind pollination promoting clinal instead of ecotypic variation here as he did in 1950. Similarly, Stebbins criticized the Carnegie group: 'Clausen found clines that he would not recognize because he saw discontinuities in them' (Stebbins, 1980: 143) . Here, Stebbins failed to recognize that clines describe single characters, whereas ecotypes reflect multidimensional trait variation across space as Clausen had argued: 'The term cline can be used only for individual characters and not for an assemblage of characters of group' and 'clines are therefore not commensurate with natural entities, and are oversimplified abstractions' (Clausen, 1951: 28) .
Stebbins' rejection of intermediates in the stages of speciation may have had considerable influence on how others perceived the views of botanists because he was the primary spokesperson of plant evolution biologists for much of the 20th Century. It is thus unfortunate that neither Turesson, nor Clausen were still alive to respond to Stebbins in the 1980s. Both Keck and Hiesey far out lived both of them and their views were unwavering. In a set of interviews conducted by Joel Hagen in 1981, they made their support clear:
Keck: 'Turesson did great work. He was a keen observer with good imagination. His ecotype, ecospecies, cenospecies distinctions were indeed valid and extremely helpful. They could be applied in nature to genus after genus' Hiesey: 'Perhaps the greatest impact of Experimental Taxonomy on orthodox taxonomy in the 1930s and 1940s was (1) to bring an increasing awareness of the importance of variation within species in the description and delimitation of species and (2) a realization of the significance of cytology and genetics in throwing light on species relationships' At the opposite extreme from Langlet and McMillan, another set of researchers discovered adaptation of plants to extremely local edaphic conditions, such as mine-tailings (Jain & Bradshaw, 1966; Antonovics & Bradshaw, 1970; Snaydon, 1970) and serpentine outcrops (Kruckeberg, 1951) . Kruckeberg (1951) found evidence for discrete serpentine-adapted ecotypes of Achillea within the range of ecological races previously documented by Clausen et al. (1948) . Given this result, Kruckeberg argued: 'In light of the case of Achillea borealis where edaphic races appear to be superimposed upon climatic races . . . ecotype seems appropriate only when a single environmental factor is under scrutiny ' (Kruckeberg, 1951: 415) because analysis under multiple environmental conditions 'would render the term "ecotype" synonymous with either a local population or a small segment of a population' (Kruckeberg, 1951: 416) . He concludes: 'Natural populations might best be visualized as consisting of a continuous or discontinuous array of ecotypic variation in response to the sum total of environmental factors in an area ' (Kruckeberg, 1951: 416) . Although sets of serpentine and mine adapted populations are ecotypes in the sense that they share composite of many similar traits (heavy metal tolerance, drought tolerance, flowering time, etc.), they do not negate the more regionally widespread ecotypes within which they occur.
GENE FLOW AND THE COHESIVENESS OF SPECIES
Given the mounting evidence that functional genetic variation within plant species could be distributed continuously or extremely discretely, multiple reviews (Heywood, 1959; Langlet, 1963 Langlet, , 1971 Quinn, 1978) dismissed the utility of the term ecotype. Quinn's STAGES IN SPECIATION 249 (1978) main contention with ecotypes was rooted in his disbelief that widespread ecotypes could ever form because: (1) Quinn believed that near uniform environments were necessary for ecotype formation and argued that such environments are never geographically widespread and (2) gene flow is too low among plant populations to maintain the cohesiveness of widespread ecotypes or species. The second argument is at least partially rooted in the views of Ehrlich & Raven (1969) , who, upon reviewing the data showing patterns of restricted gene flow among populations, argued that gene flow was insufficient to hold species together and, thus, the biological species concept itself was flawed. The proliferation of species concepts emerging during that era that followed has also been attributed to Ehrlich & Raven's viewpoints on this issue (Morjan & Rieseberg, 2004) .
In response to the arguments that widespread ecotypes or species cannot persist as a result of low levels of cohesive gene flow, Verne Grant reasoned that 'extensive interbreeding within the population system is not an essential property of biological species; non-interbreeding with other population systems is' (Grant, 1981: 91) . In other words, it does not make sense to make arguments about what holds a species together when it will continue on as a species unless reproductive isolation breaks it apart. Grant then goes on to write (Grant, 1981: 92) , 'Biological species represents a stage in divergence . . . and other stages of uncompleted speciation and secondary refusion of species also exist. Consequently the array of population systems at any given time consists of both biological species and semispecies'. Thus, Grant, similar to Keck and Hiesey, was a holdout supporter of stages in the formation of plant species.
RECENT DISCUSSIONS OF CLINES AND ECOTYPES
During the 1980s and 1990s, there was less discussion in the literature regarding ecotypes and stages in speciation. Briggs & Walters (1997) , in the final edition of Plant Variation and Evolution, presented a brief summary of Clausen's ideas on stages in the process of speciation, although they did not take any particular stand on validity of Turesson and Clausen ideas. Briggs and Walters nonpartisan treatment of the subject viewed variation as being distributed in different ways depending on the characteristics of a species and geographical features of its range, and noted that 'with hindsight one can see in Turesson's own results the possibility that, in common species, variation patterns were more complex than the ecotype concept implied' (Briggs & Walters, 1997: 190) . Linhart & Grant (1996) , who conducted the most comprehensive review of local adaptation in the 1990s, suggested that 'the cline versus ecotype controversy has not proved particularly useful and it has mostly faded' because 'some characters can vary gradually, others discontinuously, depending on, for example, gene flow, intensity of selection, number of genes involved, and terrain configuration' (Linhart & Grant, 1996: 241) . It is true that individual traits may vary in different ways but, as mentioned above, ecotypes reflect the composite response of multiple traits to the common selection pressures of ecoregions.
LOCAL SPECIATION AND CHROMOSOMAL
REARRANGEMENTS
One of the few plant botanists of the 1990s to take a strong stand regarding the question of intermediate stages in the process of speciation was Donald Levin. Levin (1993 Levin ( , 1995 Levin ( , 2000 argued that species formation occurs almost exclusively at the level of the local population or meta-population (Barrett, 2001; Wilson & Kimball, 2001) . His arguments against geographical widespread stages in the formation of species were almost exactly the same as those of Quinn (1978) regarding his doubts about the existence of widespread uniform environmental conditions and that sufficient gene flow could occur within widespread ecotypes to facilitate their conversion to species. Levin's (1993 Levin's ( , 2000 viewpoints also have deep roots in peripatric founder effect speciation (Mayr, 1954; Coyne, 1994) and quantum speciation (Lewis, 1962; Grant, 1981) .
Levin's argument for local speciation are based on the assumption that underdominant chromosomal rearrangements are the most significant source of reproductive isolation among species and that massive ecogenetic reorganizations occur rapidly in bottlenecked populations to facilitate this process. Furthermore, Levin (1993) argued that widespread ecotypes could not be converted to good species because it would be difficult for underdominant chromosomal rearrangements to spread and complete speciation over wide geographical areas. However, recent studies suggest a more limited role for the involvement of underdominant rearrangements, at least in the early stages of speciation (Rieseberg, 2001; Gottlieb, 2004; Rieseberg & Willis, 2007; Lexer & Widmer, 2008; Lowry et al., 2008a; Bomblies, 2010; Lowry & Willis, 2010; Rieseberg & Blackman, 2010) . By contrast to underdominant chromosomal rearrangements, there is mounting evidence that chromosomal rearrangements frequently capture adaptive loci, which facilitate the spread of those rearrangements (Kirkpatrick, 2010) . Thus, genome repatterning may at least in part be driven by geographically widespread natural selection, which is the same selection as that responsible for the evolution of widespread ecotypes. The question that remains is whether natural selection or drift processes are more often responsible for the evolution of genic incompatibilities and chromosomal repatterning that Clausen considered to be so important for preventing the reversal of speciation at later stages in the process.
THE THIRD WAVE: CONTEMPORARY VIEWS ON STAGES IN THE FORMATION OF SPECIES
There are three clear periods in the history of evolutionary biology where researchers were intently interested in defining stages in the formation of species and understanding the role of natural selection in this process. The crux of Darwin's long argument in the Origin of Species was that natural selection drives the formation of varieties and that these varieties then evolve into species. Although many have argued over Darwin's true beliefs on speciation (Mayr, 1947; Mallet, 2008a Mallet, , b, 2009 Schemske, 2010) , Wallace (1865) articulated the first known classification scheme for stages in the formation of species (Mallet, 2009) . The biosystematists, beginning with Turesson (1922a, b) and peaking with the books by Clausen and Dobzhansky in 1951 , represent the second wave of interest in 'stages'. Similar to Darwin and Wallace, the biosystematists were motivated by the role of natural selection in the formation of distinct groups and species. A handful of biologists, such as Grant (1981) , carried on the torch of the biosystematists into the 1980s. We are currently in the third wave of interest in studying stages in the evolution of species (Schluter, 2001; Wu, 2001; Mallet, 2008a, b; Hendry et al., 2009; Nosil et al., 2009; Smadja & Butlin, 2011) . This renewal has been brought about by new ideas regarding the role of ecology in speciation (Schluter, 1996 (Schluter, , 2009 Rundle et al., 2000; Lexer & Fay, 2005; Rundle & Nosil, 2005; Smadja & Butlin, 2011) and the widespread identification of partially reproductively isolated ecotypes and host races within species (Schluter, 2001; Dres & Mallet, 2002; Rundle & Nosil, 2005; Egan & Funk, 2009) . A recent review by Nosil et al. (2009) laid out the third wave's argument for studying speciation as a process involving stages: 'Notably, different species concepts can disagree on when speciation starts and when it is complete, while still sharing the characteristic of having stages of divergence' (Nosil et al., 2009: 145-146) . The above quote echoes the views of Dobzhansky (1937) from the second wave: 'Species is a stage in a process, not a static unit. This difference is important, for it frees the definition of the logical difficulties inherent in any static one' (Dobzhansky, 1937: 312) . Thus, one need not be concerned with classification when the goal is to understand the process by which speciation occurs.
STAGES AND THE GENIC VIEW OF SPECIATION
Early in the last decade, Chung-I Wu (2001) presented a 'genic view of the process of speciation' where he reframed speciation as the product of the accumulation of genic incompatibilities across the genome over time by natural selection. Interestingly, Wu presented the process of speciation as occurring over four stages, which reflected the gradual build up of regions of the genome that could no longer introgress between diverging races or species (Fig. 2) . Similar to Clausen, species formation (Stage III) was not seen as the end of the process because some region of the genome could still introgress between what he called 'good species.' In Wu's view, the process was only completed when two species reached a point where all F 1 hybrids were inviable or sterile (Stage IV), which is the definition that Clausen gave for cenospecies. However, Wu's focus on intrinsic postzygotic isolation led him to argue that reversals in the process were no longer possible after the transition from race (Stage II) to species (Stage III). For Clausen, as well as many modern supporters of the BSC, species are defined by isolation involving any combination of possible barriers, and thus are potentially reversible under the right set of environmental conditions.
REVERSIBILITY OF THE PROCESS
Recent empirical studies have renewed interest in the question of the reversibility of the process of speciation. Species collapses have now been observed in Great Lake ciscoes (Todd & Stedman, 1989) , cichlid (Seehausen et al., 2008) , and stickleback (Gow, Peichel & Taylor, 2006; Taylor et al., 2006) fishes, as a result of changes to lakes brought about by pollution and the introduction of a foreign species. The reproductive isolating barriers that previously maintained these species were ecological and, without strong postzygotic isolation, the species collapsed as a result of changing environmental conditions, as Clausen argued they might. This realization that ecological barriers are reversible should lead contemporary researchers to focus their attention on how intrinsic postzygotic barriers, both genic and chromosomal, eventually evolve to complete the process of speciation.
THE ROLE OF GENE FLOW IN THE PROCESS
One of the major differences between stages of the third wave and the focus of Clausen and Grant is the emphasis of the third wave on speciation with gene STAGES IN SPECIATION 251 flow: "divergence-with-gene-flow" or "speciation-withgene-flow" has been spreading in the literature, reflecting interest in a more continuous vision of speciation in time and space' (Smadja & Butlin, 2011: 5123) . However, there is no logical reason that a continuous view on speciation necessarily reflects a sympatric mode of speciation. A majority of the divergent ecological races studied by Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey were geographically isolated. Based on his experiments, Clausen's (1951) considered that ecological races would collapse in sympatry unless strong reproductive isolating barriers were already in place. Douglas Schemske, a modern leader in plant speciation, has argued that the strongest barrier to gene flow between diverging plant species is likely ecogeographical isolation (Schemske, 2000 (Schemske, , 2010 . Ecogeographical isolation is defined as 'heritable differences in the geographical range of populations or species due to local adaptation' (Schemske, 2010: S15) . A number of recent studies have found that ecogeographical isolation is common and often a very strong barrier to gene flow (Ramsey, Bradshaw & Schemske, Figure 3 . A test of the hypothesis of widespread coastal and inland ecotypes in Mimulus guttatus by Lowry et al. (2008b) . A, pairs of nearby coastal (closed circle) and inland (open circle) populations were collected over 700 km along the Pacific Coast of North America. B, individuals from coastal and inland populations collectively clustered in a principle components (PC) analysis as two groups based on trait data in a common garden experiment (N = 14 traits, 94 individuals from six pairs of coastal/inland populations). C, population genetic analysis found evidence suggesting that genomewide divergence is underway between the widespread coastal and inland ecotypes (N = 10 microsatellite loci, 463 individuals from 14 coastal and 14 inland populations).
2003; Husband & Sabara, 2004; Kay, 2006; Lowry, Rockwood & Willis, 2008b; Sobel et al., 2010; Glennon, Rissler & Church, 2011) . Ecogeographical isolation could even facilitate the evolution of irreversible postzygotic isolation through non-ecological mechanisms if it acts to enforce the allopatry of diverging ecotypes and species. Thus, at least for plants, speciation-with-gene-flow may be far less important than regional ecotype formation that leads to heritable geographical isolation.
THE FUTURE OF RESEARCH ON STAGES
Beyond renewed interest that has focused on the role of ecology, the recent expansion of genetic and genomic tools to numerous systems coupled with new methodologies to analyze geographical patterns of population structure (Pritchard, Stephens & Donnelly, 2000; Dyer & Nason, 2004; Novembre & Di Rienzo, 2009 ) has revived interest in understanding how genetic variation is partitioned within plant species (Nordborg et al., 2005; Song et al., 2009) . The increase in molecular capacity led Baldwin to conclude: 'Although infeasible during Clausen's life, resolving "ecological races" that correspond to natural groups worthy of taxonomic recognition is now possible and desirable' (Baldwin, 2006: 87) . Researchers can now readily use population structure analyses as well as principle components analysis of trait variation to detect ecotypes within species. Recently, Lowry et al. (2008b) used these methodologies, in conjunction with reciprocal transplant experiments, to show that coast and inland populations of Mimulus guttatus constitute widespread regional ecotypes that are in the process of genome-wide divergence as a result of strong ecogeographical isolation (Fig. 3) .
Given all the predictions of its demise (Heywood, 1959; Langlet, 1971; Quinn, 1978) , the term ecotype persists in the literature. The persistence of the term reflects the reality that there are groups of populations that occupy various ecoregions and share a common suite of morphological and physiological characters. Ecotypes are thus represented best by the distribution of the principle components of adaptive variation over many traits across the natural landscape. Importantly, confirmation of ecotypes requires reciprocal transplant experiments to link their establishment with local adaptation. Clines in individual traits will often vary independently of the distribution of ecotypes and can even occur within ecotypes. However, individual clines are far less important than the combination of all traits because 'the fitness of a particular plant depends not so much upon a single character as upon a combination of several' (Clausen, 1951: 52) . Furthermore, ecotypes should not be viewed as distinct static groups with clearly discernable boundaries; Clausen and Turesson certainly did not. Rather, ecotypes represent the nonrandom organization of genetic variation across the landscape at one cross-section of time along the continuum of the speciation process.
